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ARTeENnRTAINMENT
enough to satisfy the show's detractors; or all of the above.

Racist soap.

that manage to gel: screened.
A fortunate but less likely result would be if the media reexamined its attitudes towards
black participation before the
protests. It was reported in the
June 1 Los Angeles Times that

If you switch through Beulah
Land or—totally desperatewatch the whole thing, what you
will see, according to both its
producer and the coalition, is a
"soap." But in the eyes of the
coalition, it is still a racist soap.
Certain scenes have been changed or dropped. The watermelon
scene was rewritten as a fishing
scene, but, says the coalition,
with racist dialogue unamended.
The seduction scene that gives
birth to the hunchback has been
cut. The scene where the slaves
reject their freedom has been
changed. Now, they eagerly want
their freedom, but, as the script
has it, Georgia law prevents it.
(This last may reflect the input
of historians NBC defensively of the 1,540 members of the
hired as consultants. Still, one of Writers Guild of America
these, black Yale historian John (West) working on a weekly
Blassingame, stated that he basis in television, only four
would not recommend an en- were black.
Beulah Land has lit a spark
dorsement by the National Education Association.)
that will not soon go out. AlAn additional criticism from ready, in June, the anl-Beulah
the coalition, on top of the film's Land coalition gave birth to a
being degrading, is that it is psy- permanent Black Anti-Defamachologically and politically dan- tion Coalition with offices at
gerous. Commenting on the re- 1680 North Vine in Hollywood
maining objectionable scenes as (where it is, however, in serious
well as one where a young white need of funds). Its campaign
boy tells an adult black man, joins the protest of Asian Amer"You can't tell me what to do, icans against Charlie Chan and
I'm white!," independent black Fu Manchu, of Indians against
filmmaker St. Clair Bourne Hanta Yo, \f a multiracial comsays, "It is clear from these ex- munity again, t Fort Apache in a
amples that those responsible for mounting drive against racism in
Beulah Land fail to understand media.
what we mean by distorted and
The defenders of Beulah
dangerous images." The airing Land have tried to cast its atof the show, argues the coali- tackers as a "special interest
tion, could contribute to the group," a frequent brush-off of
kind of racial strife that surfaced minority protests these days.
recently in Miami. It notes that a But the really special interest
Boston station refused to air here is that $10 million and the
Freedom Road on the grounds profits it stands to produce.
that it was potential fuel for the
Nor have reactions to this latracial troubles of that city.
est commercial smear been conAs an entertainment, Beulah fined to blacks. As Harold RosLand may be forgotten a year enberg wrote in the L.A. Times
from now, except as a boring back in March, "My feeling,
rerun. In other areas, the fallout based on a reading of the shootmay be considerable.
ing script, is that Beulah Land
Blacks in the industry some- shouldn't be made since TV's
times yawn while listening to record in portraying blacks
tales of Hollywood "blacklist- already has a negative tilt. Exing" in the '50s. They know that cept for the Roots epics and a
throughout the industry's his- few other productions, TV's
tory, blacks who have objected depictions of blacks have not
to its racism have found them- been praiseworthy. There is litselves suddenly unemployable. tle on the books to balance an
Already, Gerber has labeled atypical portrayal that could
James McEachin, a black actor perpetuate harmful stereotypfrom the show's cast, a "trou- ing. What we don't need is a TV
blemaker" for his criticism of version of Gone With the
the script. Another form of re- Wind."
•
prisal is to declare themes in- Clyde Taylor writes a column
volving blacks "too difficult" on the screen for Black Coland so reduce the small number legian magazine.

Black actors
who protested
the original
script/ear
they could be
blacklisted.

TELEVISION

Soap opera of slavery
stirs public protest
By Clyde Taylor
A watershed in recent media
protest may he reached Oct. 7 if
NBC goes ahead with its plans to
air Beulah Land that evening.
Benlah Land is the §10 million,
six-hour plantation mini-series
Columbia made for NBC from a
novel blurbed as "Gone With
the Wind with sex." And because a black actor turned down
a part arid leaked the script,
Beulah Land has been hotly con
tested from mid-production right
up to air time.
This campaign against the
series has been led by the Coalition Against the Airing of
Beulah Land, spearheaded by
blacks in the TV industry but
also supported by individual actors and writers, three members
of Congress, the Beverly Hills
NAACP, the Mississippi Legislative Black Caucus and dozens
of organizations around the
country, including the Association of Asian/Pacific American
Artists and Women Against Violence Against Women,
The issues raised by this
throwback to yas'm media have
been aired in dozens of newspaper articles and television and
radio shows. Thousands of
blacks have written and phoned
local NBC affiliates demanding
that they refuse to pick up the
feed. Thousands also have signed petitions against the film,
promising to pass over products
sponsoring the show and alerting
prospective sponsors of that intent. And last May, when representatives of NBC affiliates met
in Los Angeles, they were greeted by a full page ad in The
Hollywood Reporter attacking
the forthcoming anti-epic.
By this, time, the coalition
had won a temporary victory of

sorts. NBC postponed its scheduled May air date, for one of
the following reasons: to give
protestors a chance to preview
the videotape and maybe change
their minds; to adjust to production delays; to allow time for the
opposition to cool itself out; or,
all of the above.
What made so many people so
angry? Excerpts from the script
widely circulated by the coalition
suggested a story heavily laced
with multiple murders, rapes and
suicides.

Examples.
The portrayal of race relations
under slavery showed blacks
who loved their mistresses so
much they just couldn't resist
raping them, slave women anxious to be bedded by their exploiters, and slaves so fond of
slavery that they refused freedom, or when they tasted it, returned happily to the old plantation. "Freedom?" one exclaimed. "Do that mean we gots to
leave Beulah Land?"
There was a scene where a
black woman simultaneously
nurses two infants, one black,
one white. Meanwhile, an older
mammy-figure cackles: "Y'all
see dat, Mars Leon? Dat zackly
like I done you two."
There was a watermelon-eating scene.
There was a scene of ambiguous and sensational lesbianism:
a slavewoman aims a gun at her
mistress-lover's husband to prevent him from raping her.
There was a scene where a
slave, after marrying a slavewoman, gives her mother a coin
for the privilege of deflowering
the older woman's 13-year-old
granddaughter.
And there are anti-black
stereotypes enough to fill a Ku
Kluxer's klaxon, including one

old and weary enough to slip
right by today's audience, which
is less expert at these things than
its American ancestors. When a
young white slaveowner sows his
wild oats in a capricious slavegirl, the offspring is a hunchback. Such deformities were predicted by the old slavocracies as
the natural wage of such an
unnatural act. (Educated opinion held that the children of
blacks and whites, being< products of two separate species,
could not themselves reproduce,
as mules, the products of horses
and donkeys, could not: hence,
mulattoes.)
The decision to postpone
brought counter-protests from
David Gerber, the show's producer, J.P. Miller, its scriptwriter, and the Caucus of Producers, Writers and Directors of
the Directors Guild of America.
From this quarter came a charge
of "prior censorship," to which
the anti-Beulah Land coalition
responded: "At what point do
you attempt to stop a gunman?
After he shoots you or when you
see him point the gun?"
Then, on August 26, NBC
screened the videotape of the
show for the coalition and its
guests. The group deliberated
immediately after the screening
and came to its conclusion: "We
continue to oppose any program
that is racially exploitative and
degrading in the name of entertainment." So a stalemate was
reached. The coalition renewed
its demand that NBC cancel the
show and urged its friends to demand that local affiliates reject
it. Meanwhile, NBC went on
with its plans to air the show
Oct. 7, for one of the following
reasons: to protect its $10 million investment; to fill its schedule, hard hit by the actors' strike;
to confirm that it has done

CULTURE SHOCK
Irs AN ILL
WIND...
Defense Secretary
Harold Brown
sees unemployment statistics as
a gift to recruiters, and further
has called on
Pentagon officials
to make sure "no
one leaves active
duty without
knowing full well
the current state
of the overall job
market."
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TIT FOR TAT
The largest foreign
investor in the U.S.
reports the (newly

renovated) Real
Paper, is the South
African AngloAmerican Corporation.
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Clark
Continued from page 5.
trols and water and land regulations.
When one asks him what his answer is to
decaying cities, dying industries, poverty
and unemployment, he invariably replies:
"Freeing our economy from government
red tape and controls will find new investment flooding into the cities, new
businesses being started by the less-welloff, more jobs being created."
Basically, Clark and the Libertarians
believe that if the 29 percent of the labor
force now employed directly or indirectly by government were thrown onto the
street, along with the 5 to 10 percent
who are already unemployed, a reawakened, unfettered private sector would
quickly employ them. American economic history would argue the contrary:
that without substantial government intervention, the U.S. would never have
gotten out of the Great Depression, and
that the only long-term cure for capitalist stagnation is more not less regulation
—regulation albeit of a more democratic, socially-minded kind than that which
has occurred to date.
For the poor and the unemployed, the
Libertarians have little more to offer
than the promise of faith. And their promises are little different from Reagan's
promises of salvation through KempRoth tax cuts.

The absurdity of the Libertarian economic philosophy becomes most apparent
when they talk about the env%pnent.
In For a New Liberty, Rothbard e%en argues that there would be less pollution if
the air and water were privately owned.
"If a private firm owned Lake Erie,"
Rothbard argues, "then anyone dumping
garbage in the lake would be promptly
sued in the courts for their aggression
against private property." This is a perfect argument—unless the firm used the
lake as a garbage dump or chose not to
allow swimmers or boaters on the lake,
whatever their practices.
There is a philosophical dilemma at
the heart of libertarianism: wanting to
restore individual freedom, the libertarians try to do so by re-imposing the uncontrolled anarchy of the market. They
want to exchange the slavery of the corporate state for that of a society ruled by
impersonal economic forces, which in
the past have produced their share of
war, pollution, poverty and unhappiness.
But there remain two features of libertarian economics that set it off from much
of the right, center and left and explain
much of its appeal. The libertarians acknowledge, more clearly and openly than
the cadaverous center, the utter breakdown of current state capitalist institutions. They don't propose phony desegregation agreements as solutions to the rotten urban schools (which are no better
than reform schools), and they don't conjure up two-bit aid programs and false
hopes to revive the rubble of the Bronx.

North Platte, Nb.
It has one now. Modern Times Books.
We're the country's most extensive mailorder distributor of Marxist and
feminist literature.
Our 96-page catalog is annotated, illustrated, and updated for 1980.
If you need Modern Times send $1.00 for our catalog ($1.00 credited to
your first purchase, of course).
Yes, I need a good, dependable supplier of radical and feminist books.
Here's $1.00 for your mailorder catalog.
Name.

Send this coupon and check
payable to:
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Modern Times Bookstore
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3800-17th Street, Box A
. San Francisco, Ca 94114

And the solutions the libertarians propose, while either inequitable or hopelessly impractical, do involve the restoration
of local control. For instance, their proposal to provide a $1,200 rebate to parents who send their children to private
schools is patently inequitable. Clark says
it will allow parents and children to
"choose the education they think best,"
but given that most private school tuitions run around $3,000 a year, it will
provide this choice for very few parents
indeed. Its net effect would be to leave
the poor and the middle class with even
fewer desirable options.
But the ultimate libertarian program—
the abolition of public schools—is, in effect, a call to start democracy over again,
to tear down the facade of bureaucratic
control, which is pseudo-democratic, and
erect in its place voluntary parent-controlled institutions that would be responsive to neighborhoods and local residents
The libertarian economic vision is Jeffersonian in its intent. It does not envision
a society ruled over by unregulated corporate octopi, but a decentralized society
of small businesses and family farms. In
its details it is hopelessly anachronistic,
but in its appeal to democratic ideals of local control it retains some validity today.
This democratic ideal, shorn of its freemarket integument and combined with
the libertarian defense of free speech and
rejection of empire, may lay the groundwork for renewed cooperation in the '80s
or '90s between the libertarians and the
democratic left.
•

Socialism—ACTS), was formed in the United States in
1974 as part of the international movement of CFS.
CFS is a movement, not a party or a church, and is
committed to a class option in support of the interests of
poor and working people in the U.S. and. internationally.
CFS is committed to liberate the churches from the
economic and cultural bonds of capitalism and to
building socialism rooted in authentic U.S. traditions.
CFS presently has nine chapters across the country.
These locally based chapters provide for regular
theoretical study, praxis reflection and celebration of
faith within their groups.
For further information on the movement of CFS,
publications including a quarterly international bulletin
($9.00 per year), and reflection and strategy papers from
the U.S. groups, call or write:
CFS National Office,
3540 14th Street, Detroit, MI 48208,
(313) 833-3987

Continued from page 6.
the rearming of Savimbi has been seriously weakened. Vance, Moose and former
American ambassador to the United Nations Andrew Young all opposed aid to
UNITA on the grounds that it would
greatly undermine American credibility
in black Africa, where UNITA is seen as
a tool of South Africa.
Meanwhile, the South Africans themselves have increased their aid to Savimbi "s forces in the apparent hope of pressuring the Angolan government to diminish its support for the Southwest Africa People's Organization (SWAPO),
the guerrilla organization fighting to
free Namibia from South African rule.
Increased Western support for UNITA
will inevitably provoke a negative reaction in Africa, but that may not count
for much in today's climate. In two recent policy decisions to provide arms to
Somalia and to Morocco for war against
the Polisario guerrillas, the Carter administration ignored overwhelming black
African opposition to the decisions. In
the Reagan camp, where a number of
the candidate's advisers have called for
an outright military alliance between the
U.S. and South Africa, black African
opinion counts for even less.
•
Jim Khatami works for Interlink Press
Service in New York.
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October-November
The fall semester of the SCHOOL FOR
DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM includes classes on The Family, NYC Politics, Making of
the American Working Class, History of the
American Socialist Party and more by
Herbert Guttmann, Ron Radosh, Ruth
Messinger,, Kate Ellis and others. Classes
limited, so call or write today for details.
School, 125 W. 72nd St., New York, NY
10023, (212) 787-1691.
October 23
DRAFT TEACH-IN AT QUEENS COLLEGE,
Student Union, 4th fl. Broadcast live on
WBAI, 99.5 FM. 12:00 noon: Dave Dellinger, Michael Harrington, Diane Lacy, Admiral Gene LaRocque, Paul Mayer, Ruth
Messinger, Jose Rivera, Bill Tabb, George
Wald, Cora Weiss, Alan Wolfe. 8:00 p.m.:
Wesley Brown, Meridel LeSueur, Denise
Levertov, Grace Paley. Joe Cuomo, Coordinator. (212) 520-7800.
C H I C A G O ,

CHRISTIANS
FOR SOCIALISM m the
U.S. (formerly known as American Christians Toward

Angola

Committee in Support of the Nicaraguan
People.
W A S H I N G T O N , D C
October 17
Benefit Film Showing—"SOUTH AFRICA
—THE NUCLEAR FILE"—the role played
by the West in creating a nuclear South Africa. Friday, 8:00 p.m.; All Soul's Church. $2
Donation. Program also includes music by
Lucy Murphy and Friends. For—Washington Office on Africa and Southern Africa
Support Project. Sponsored by Common
Concerns Bookshop/Resource Center.
November 2O-23
TOWARD THE 21ST
CENTURY:
STRATEGIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
AND SURVIVAL OF SELF-MANAGED ENTERPRISES will be the theme of the Sixth
Annual Self-Management Conference at
the Main Campus of Howard University. For
more information contact K.C. Soares or
Norris M. Haynes at (202) 636-7437.
D E T R O I T ,

I L

October 11
"MURAL TOUR OF SOUTHSIDE CHICAGO" with Astrid Fuller, a Chicago muralist. Background history of the mural movement as well as stories about individual
murals. Saturday, from 2:00-5:00. $2.00 fee.
Call 871-7700 for reservations (by Oct. 8).
Sponsored by NAM.
October 15
WOMEN IN ARMS—A film depicting the
role of women in the new Nicaragua. There
will be a discussion following with the producer, Virginia Schultz. Wednesday, 8:00
p.m. Admission is $3.00. Cross Currents,
3206 N. Wilton. Sponsored by Chicago

Ml

October 24-26
UNION DEMOCRACY'S 1ST NATIONAL
CONFERENCE at Ramada Metro. Unionists, lawyers, educators, civil libertarians discuss strengthening right of workers to control unions. Speakers include:
Ed Sadlowski, Joe Rouh, Chip Yablonski,
Msgr. Higgins, Victor Ruether and others. Hear about miners, painters, steelworkers, laborers, truck drivers, government workers, etc. from participants
coming from North, South, East and West:
California, Alaska, Canada. For information: Association for Union Democracy,
215 Park Avenue South, NYC 10003. (212)
473-0606.

DIRECTORY
The Directory is published to
facilitate contact with
organizations frequently
referred to in the pages of In
These Times. Each organization has paid a fee.

C.O.I.N.-Consumers
Opposed to Inflation In
the Necessities
2000 P Street, N.W.
Suite 413
Washington, DC 20036

Citizens Energy Project
1110 6th Street, NW, #300
Washington, DC 20001

OSOC-Democratic
Socialist Organizing
Committee
853 Broadway, Room 801
New York, NY 10003

Partido Cubano
Democratlco Soclallsta
Exterior Office
P.O. Box 350805
Miami, FL33135
(305) 638-4880

Midwest Academy
600 West Fullerton Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614

Science for the People
897 Main Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

Notional Center for
Economic Alternative*
2000 P Street, N.W.
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20036

Socialist Party, U.S.A.
Suite 325
135 W. Wells Street
Milwaukee, Wl 53203

The Citizens PartyNotional Office
525 13th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004
The Citizens Party
of Illinois
109 N. Dearborn, Suite 603
Chicago, IL 60602
(312) 332-2066
Coalition for a New
Foreign and Military Policy
120 Maryland Ave., N.E.
Washington, DC 20002
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NAM-New American
Movement

3244 N. Clark St.
Chicago, IL 60657
New Patriot Alliance
343 S. Dearborn, Room 305
Chicago, IL 60604

Working Women
1224 Huron Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
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Continued from psge 24.
petition to the board of directors,
meeting the nest day, to have half of the
board made up of workers or local union
officials (only one of the eight seats has
been heici by a union officer). Boulis rejected the proposal and continues to
nominate directors, which employee
shareholders can then accept or reject.
'"Vote your share.' That's a laugh,"
Dennis Nicolas, 37, said as he read his
latest shareholder statement. "There
ain't one of our guys cr; there."

Control.
Although most workers think that Boulis
has done well securing sales for the company and performing other management
tasks, they deeply resent having no information and no "checks and balances" to
give them a "say-so" in their company.
Boulis, for example, refuses tc divulge
his or other tcp managers' salaries.
Workers complair. that fee has an
unlimited expense account and lives lavishly, while they reportedly average
around $7 an hour. "We ask why can't
your salaries go down to about §20,000 a
year," Earl Jensen says, "and they say,
our standard of living is higher. Our standard of living would be higher, too, if we
made more money."
They are also upset at the ways in
which Boulis has acquired other companies, such as Schafer Gear, which he
bought with South Bend Lathe profits for
$2.5 million in early August and apparently set up as a completely separate
entity. Workers are not opposed in principle to such purchases or the investment
in production of a new line of computer
numerically controlled lathes. "You got
to spend money to make money," they
acknowledge, but they distrust Boulis
and his secretive management, about
which they know little ar.c can say
nothing. They feel they have rights, reinforced by the public trust implied in the

government aid.
"The government gave the city this
grant to save 400 to 500 people," strike
chairman Stanley Kwiatkowski said. "So
where does that give him all the power?
We're not saying we want his job, but the
way he's going about it, that's what we're
against. We're the ones who produce the
product. We should have something to
say. If we own the company, we
shouldn't have to beg for a nickel or dime
raise. We've got to be out on the street,
even though we own the company, and
management has got salaried personnel in
there doing our jobs, pushing machines
out the door. He's got scab drivers driving these machines out. They're armed,
they're intimidating. And we're paying
their salaries. That money is coming out
of our shares. When we get back, who
knows what our shares will be worth."
Indeed, the unresolved contract issues
plus a drop in net earnings of "nearly 20
percent" last year contributed to a
decline in the value of each share from
$580 to $500 according to the company
auditor. That change fed feelings of
insecurity about the ESOP. With the
strike, others worry that the plant could
close. "All I've got is a piece of paper
that says I have shares," Gordon Sears
commented, "but I had a piece of paper
that said I had a pension for nearly a
quarter of a century, too." And bargaining committee member Bob Newton,
pointing to Boulis' acquisition deals,

says, "What's to stop him from building
his own little dynasty, dropping South
Bend Lathe, and becoming a tycoon,
starting with $5 million in federal
money."
The strike issue may be money—the
union is asking for a 3 percent raise and
continuation of the COLA, Boulis is offering what amounts to a 5 percent raise
plus a $225 Christmas bonus and "rollin" of one of last year's cost-of-living increases. But everyone recognizes the issue
is power—along with democracy, equality and the public trust.
Workers acknowledge the need for
people trained in managerial tasks, and
despite the problems they still like the
idea of the ESOP. But they insist that
they must have ultimate control. "I don't
want to manage," Deak says. "I'm an
electrician trained to do an electrician's
job. But we should have a share in profits, we should participate, and my company can't afford a strike. If it can't afford COLA, it can't afford a strike. We
either are company owners or we are not.
Unless people are made to feel as workerowners, this will all die."

Not unique.
The conflict at South Bend is intense but
not unique. A recent General Accounting
Office study of a sample of the 3,000
ESOPs in the country snowed that many
of them—contrary to law—are set up
primarily to benefit the managers, not the

workers, and that worker-owners rarely
have voting power. But Joseph Blasi, a
Harvard instructor and assistant to Rep.
Peter Kostmayer, an ESOP proponent,
sees the South Bend strike as an opportunity to emphasize the need for worker
control.
Some of the bad experiences in recent
years were taken into account in drafting
the Small Business Employee Ownership
Act of 1980, signed into law July 2. The
new law specifies that worker ownership
should be supported by Small Business
Administration loans, not only as ESOPs
and co-ops but in various other forms. It
strongly recommends against ESOPs being used in place of pension funds, requires that workers have voting control
("pass-through voting rights"), specifies
that at least 51 percent of the workers
must own 51 percent of the stock (to prevent ESOPs where top managers hold
nearly all the stock and reap the tax
breaks), and mandates periodic review of
the role of employees in management.
The South Bend Lathe strike not only
demonstrates the weaknesses of current
ESOP arrangements, but also shows that
worker-ownership does not eliminate the
need for unions, and that workers, given
even a slight, chance to exercise more control over their workplace, will fight to defend and expand that potential power. "I
love my company," union president
Deak says. "I want good wages and benefits for the employees of my company.'' •

BILLBOARDS

Thanks to Myra Levy and
Charlie Varon in San Francisco. Seen any good ones
lately? Send them in.
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WANTED: ACTIVISTS! Ralph Wader's Center for Study of Responsive
Law needs several organizers and
researchers for a variety of new
projects. Persons with administrative, marketing and teaching abilities also needed. Salary: §8,500 and
up. Send resume and brief writing
sample to: K. Aptakln, P.O. 3o»
19387, Washington, PC 20038.

est variety of anti-nuclear and other
Items for immediate shipment.
Free catalog. Call: (516)791-7929.
Larry Fox, Box M-8, Valley Stream,
NY 11582.
CUSTOM PRINTED BUTTONS and
T-SHIRTS

T-SHIRT
LIGHT
BLUE
100% Guarantee

UiHECYOn of national
foundation for independent video
and film in NYC. Requirements include: directing staff of eight, who
administer multi-servica programs
for video and filmmakers; working
with a membership board of directors; advocacy, organizing, fundraising, Salary negotiable, S18.COC/
minimum. An equal opportunity
employer. Send resume to: F.l. V.S.,
675 Broadway, MY, *3Y 10012 by It/
7/80.
DISTRICT COUNCii. ItSf AFSCME
is offering three fulltime internships starting In January, 1981, and
extending through the end of the
N.Y. State legislative session in Albany. Undergraduates only. S403/
month stipend. Write Peter Davis,
140 Park Place, NY, NY 10007, or
call (212) 766-1056.
TWO JOBS open at ROCHESTER
PATRIOT, progressive/alternative
twice monthly newapaper: 1) Managing Editor— writes, edits, assigns copy. Send writing sampls.
2) Production Go-crdinator. Variety
of responsibilities, good typing
skills req'ri. Staff & volunteers
work collectively. ?sy 8115/wk. +
health benefits, vacation. SsncS
resume: Rochester Patriot, 215 Alexander St., Rochastsr, NY 14807.

BUTTONS.
BUTTONS/BUMPEHSTiCKEHS custom printed (union shop). Lowest
Movement prices for *£ years. ! .arrj-

Sound OH America
P.O. Bon 3192 E
Richmond. Va. 23235

SURE, I'M a
Black Ink on Yellow, Tan,
Light Blue, Red

bumperstickers (union made). 25%
discount to movement groups.
Widest selection of anti-nuclear
fundraising items. (Free catalogue).
Donnelly/Colt, Box 271-IT, New Vernon, NJ 07976.
"STOP REAGAN!" bumperstickers.
Also, "Anybody but Reagan!";
"Wake Up, America! Stop Reagan."
$1.25 each. Messages-iTT, Box 245,
East Lansing, Ml 48823.
PUBLICAT8@M§
OCTOBER, JEWISH CURRENTS:
Max Gordon, "The 1980 Elections,"
Editorial, "How Do Jews Vote?"
Bob Norman, "Jewish Folk Music
Revival," Edythe Lutzker and Carol
Jochnowitz, "Waldemar Haffkine's
School Days." Miriam Greenspan,
"Responses to the Holocaust."
Single copy $1.00, Subscription

MODERN BOOKS
4O7 S. Dearborn St., Suite 23O
Chicago, IL 6O6O5
312/663-9076
Midwest's widest selection of
Marxist literature on Black &
Labor History, Wonoen, The
Socialist
World,
Africa,
Philosophy, Economics, Literature, etc., in English, Spanish.

Mon. thru Sat. 1O-6
except Thur. 1O-8

Black ink on Red,
Tan, Lt. Blue or Gold.

$10 yearly USA. Jewish Currents,
Dept. T, 22 East 17th St., 10003
NYC. New pamphlet reprint: "The
Soviet Jewish Situation: A Progressive View" Max Gordon, Louis Harap, A.B. Magil, Sid Resnick, Morris
U. Schappes. 48 pp. $1. Watch for
concert listing.
DRAFT WOMEN? Before you decide, read: WOMEN: The Recruiter's Last Resort. Send $1.25 (includes postage) to RECON, P.O.
Box 14602, Philadelphia, PA
19134.
FOR
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HAVE DRUGLESS SINUS RELIEF!
Sinus sufferers. Find natural relief.
This drugless method is inexpen-

FastCheap
Accurate

sive and used by doctors worldwide. Informative booklet explains
all and is available by writing
Hydro Med ("FT), P.O. Box 91273,
LA. 90009. (Include $2 to cover
postage and handling.)

SCANNER OWNERS! "Top Secret"
Registry of U.S. Government Radio
Frequencies Book reveals 15,000
frequencies of FBI, CIA, Border, Immigration, Customs, Secret Service, DOE, Treasury, military, etc.
$5.95 ppd. RGB Research, Box
56-TT, Commack, NY 11725.
H E A L T H

PBQDUeTS

HERBS, SPICES, TEAS, natural
health and skin care products,
rare herb seeds. Free catalog. The
Herb Patch, Box 583, Dept. T, Boulder City, NV 89005.
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BY

DAVID MOBERG

It's their factor
now they want a^voice
in how it's run.

I UTSIDE AN OLD RED-BRICK
building that once housed
part of a huge Studebaker
auto plant there is a sign
I sure to catch the eye of passers by: "Employee-owners on strike."
Workers at South Bend Lathe, saved
from closing in 1975 when a federal loan
enabled an Employee Stock Ownership
Plan (ESOP) to buy the factory, appreciate the sign's bitter irony.
"Everybody asks me, 'You're employee-owned—how can you go on strike
against yourselves?'" Jim Kaylor, a 30year-old member of United Steelworkers
local 1722, says. "My answer is, 'We're
on strike against management—not
against ourselves.'" Mainly the 309 production workers are on strike against
one man, J. Richard Boulis, president of
the company, chairman of the board of
directors, chairman of the ESOP committee, a director of the bank that acts as
trustee for the ESOP, and the man who
appointed all of the
original board of directors and the ESOP committee. Even
though the employees
own the company, and
production workers now hold 64 percent
of the vested shares, "Boulis controls
the business from start to finish," strike
committee member Steve Passwater, 26,
says. And that's what the owners—workers—don't like.
Boulis' power and the ESOP structure
inevitably have become central issues in
this strike that started Aug. 25, even if
the main bargaining point is Boulis' refusal to extend the cost-of-living protection won in last year's contract. "What
keeps cropping up is our role," union
president John Deak, for 38 years an
electrician with South Bend Lathe, says.
"We're either company owners or we're
not. I can't be accused of not acting like
a plant owner at negotiations when I'm
treated like just a worker every other
day. If they want me to be involved, it
has to be from day one. Why should I
become involved with the bottom line
when it comes to negotiating our wages
when they don't want me involved at the
other end of the stick —above the line?
Boulis didn't ask me if I could support
purchasing a new company or higher
salaries for management, but now he
asks me to consider the bottom line."
Boulis, who refuses to talk to the press,
would only say that the striking employees have "refused to think like owners."
Actually, the strikers are finally asserting their putative rights as owners—and
workers—after several years of frustration.
People in South Bend, especially the
workers at what was then the South
Bend Lathe Division of Amsted corporation, thought ESOP was marvelous
and Boulis a hero when the plant was
saved, especially after years of factory
closings in the town.
The new employee
trust bought the plant
with a $5 million lowinterest loan from the
city (which had received the money as an Economic Development Administration grant) and a $5
million commercial loan. The trust holds
10,000 shares of company stock, which
are gradually transferred to workers according to how long they've worked and

how much they've earned. As in all the
ESOPs, the company benefits from special tax breaks—such as paying no tax
on profits deposited in the trust to pay
back the loans.
HE INITIAL EUPHORIA
brought a 25 percent increase
in productivity in the first
year, but gradually frustration grew. "The enthusiasm
was there," Arnie Schiever, 45, said. "We
thought we had something. Also, a lot
of it was relief of tension over our jobs.
But then we found out we don't have
many rights. We can't find information."
The first problem came when a muchdisliked Steelworkers union international
representative agreed to surrender the
pension plan in the transfer of ownership. Many older workers within months
or years of receiving a pension lost everything. For several years the Steelworkers
have been suing in court to regain the lost
pensions. Increasingly, South Bend Lathe
workers want a pension plan. They
fear—with good reason, according to a
study by the Joint Economic Committee
of Congress—that the ESOP may not be
a secure basis for retirement income.
Boulis says the company can't afford it,
but when workers can't find out where
the money is spent, they grow suspicious.
Problems in running the company
mounted, even though financially it was
making a solid rebound. The union contract continued for a while, then lapsed.
Boulis, who is chairman of the right-towork committee in northern Indiana,
tried to use the ESOP arrangement to
eliminate the union—precisely as feared
by many national union officials, who
are mainly unsympathetic to ESOPs. In November 1977, workers
voted narrowly, 137 to
110, to reject a petition
to decertify the union.
Boulis backed decertification, arguing
that since they were all owners, the company should be one happy family.
Another petition for decertification
was circulated earlier this year, but with
nearly everyone voting, more than 90 percent of the workers approved the union •
and the strike.
Boulis also rebuffed efforts to expand
control by the workers-owners. In one
day, more than half the workers signed a
Continued on page 23.
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